
URBAN PULSE TURNS TO 
OFFSHORE STAFFING TO 
RELIEVE ITS GROWING PAINS 

CASE STUDY: URBAN PULSE 
Urban Pulse, a construction industry based firm, needed a data analyst and 
a dedicated accounts payable officer to support their expansion and take 
advantage of new opportunities. After no success finding talent locally, the 
company turned to offshore staffing with Staff Domain. They’ve since enjoyed 
clarity in their financials, organized records, and found valuable team members in 
their offshore staff.

Urban Pulse is a construction firm providing integrated services across 
architecture, construction management, engineering, surveying, town planning, 
and development compliance certification. Just two years ago, the family 
investment group began expanding its services into hospitality, import-export 
and retail industries. 

The smart place to grow



GROWING PAINS AND A LOCAL TALENT SHORTAGE.
With the business scaling up, Urban Pulse was on the search for new staff to support their growth. The team 
needed a dedicated accounts payable officer to manage their books and help with supplier relations. Along 
with a data entry associate to manage stock and inventory in the new retail side of business. Urban Pulse tried 
hiring locally – but finding quality staff proved to be a challenge. They struggled to find talent with the right mix of 
skills and expertise for the job.

EXPLORING OFFSHORE STAFFING WITH STAFF DOMAIN.
Urban Pulse had previously considered offshore staffing. However, were hesitant about the distance and 
struggled to find an offshoring partner they could trust. That’s until they found Staff Domain. 

Victor Woll, Urban Pulse’s Chief Financial Officer, said:

“Offshore outsourcing has been on my mind for a long time, but I’ve always been 
concerned about how to manage offshore staff. It’s important to us to have a 
team member that we have a relationship with, not just someone sitting overseas. 
However, working with Staff Domain gave me the confidence to make the jump. 
We’ve had great communication and a strong connection. Staff Domain have 
worked with us collaboratively and provided support every step of the way”.



FINDING THE RIGHT TALENT. 

WITH STAFF DOMAIN, URBAN PULSE HAVE GAINED:  

For Urban Pulse, finding staff that required minimal training and were experienced in core position skills was 
critical. They needed someone who would be able to get started with the business straight away. Staff Domain 
provided Urban Pulse with a custom recruitment strategy tailored to these needs and more.

According to Victor, Urban Pulse started seeing results after only a couple of weeks of hiring Jezza, their 
Accounts Payable Officer, “Within the first couple of weeks, we really started to see her dedication to doing 
a good job and becoming a part of the team. She learnt about the whole group, began to understand the 
different business divisions, and was someone who could communicate well and respond quickly. Now, the 
value she delivers only increases.”

Urban Pulse now enjoy having their 
accounts handled on time, their 
books kept in order and their supplier 
relationships managed effectively. 
All important aspects to maintain – 
especially if you’re a newcomer to the 
retail industry. 

“The working relationship and 
the support that we’ve gotten 
was promised early on by Staff 
Domain. But most importantly 
it’s also been delivered, and in 
line with expectations.”   
Woll says. 

Now, six months into the partnership, 
Woll says that Staff Domain has 
provided the consistent support 
that need in an offshore partner 
and delivered exactly what they 
expected—and that, he says is 
fantastic.

Clarity of their 
financials and 

payables.

Clean, organized, 
and updated 

supplier database.

Experienced offshore 
staff who are now 

valuable team 
players.

Clear, constant 
communication 

and support from 
Staff Domain.
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Learn how to grow your business 
with offshoring today.   

Contact: info@staffdomain.com

Book in for an obligation free consultation with us and receive a custom 
offshoring strategy for your business.  


